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Polders without consensus

Ouch on the job market

‘We have nothing better’

Zeeland polders were product
of venture capital, not broad
consultation. | p.8 |

Graduates see diminishing
chances of a job and
earn less. | p.20 |

Wageningers are critical of the
NWO grant machine too.
But is there an alternative? | p.22 |
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Wartime gardens
Student brings greenery to refugee camp | p.12
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labour of love

>> CONNIE + MARATHON
Connie Meinders, secretary at Climate change and Adaptive Land and water Management (CALM), Alterra

‘A triumphant feeling:
I can do it!’
She is running in Berlin on Sunday. After
Rotterdam three years ago. Connie
Meinders has been working towards her
second marathon for three months now.
Training three times a week. ‘Four and a
half hours would be great. But the aim is
to cross the ﬁnish line smiling.’
Actually, the best bit is when it stops, she
confesses with a laugh. ‘The fantastic
feeling after running. The ﬁrst part is
always tough. I only ﬁnd my rhythm after
RK, photo: Guy Ackermans
one hour.’
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QUIDDITCH
Quidditch, the sport with which
Harry Potter caused a stir,
is coming to Wageningen.

U-TURN IN THE HAGUE
‘Financially, we can’t keep up with our own growth. That is not a problem yet,
but it will be in the near future.’ This is the gist of Tijs Breukink’s message to the
government in The Hague in the last Resource. He wants an end to the ceiling on
ﬁnancial growth, which was once set at 2 percent. Apparently his story did not
fall on deaf ears because things started rolling straightaway in The Hague. MPs
want clarity from the minister in question and they have got on their hobby horses. In the end, the plea was answered during the budget debate. It was the Prime Minister himself who pledged to put the funding of green education on an
equal footing with that of other education. ‘We must cherish our green education
the way we have organized it now. Apparently, the funding of it is a problem, but
that we are going to solve.’ The big question now is when that will happen and
what consequences it will have. After all, the money has to come from somewhere. We shall keep an eye on developments.
Edwin van Laar

>> Guerilla gardening | p.27
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The Dutch Lower House is holding
Rutte to his promise that the
university will get more cash to
cope with the growth in the
number of students. During the
Parliamentary debate on the
King’s speech, the Prime Minister
promised to apply the same funding mechanism for agricultural
education as for education covered
by the Ministry of Education. This
was in response to a complaint by
Wageningen director Tijs
Breukink that the ministry was not
fully compensating Wageningen
for the growth in student numbers.
‘We are currently looking for a
solution to this problem,’ said
Rutte on 18 September in reply to a
question from the ChristenUnie
party. The nature of that solution
may become clearer this week
during the Parliamentary debate
on ﬁnancial matters.
The Ministry of Economic
Affairs cut back on funding not
just for the university but also for
the agricultural universities of
applied science and the

agricultural training centres
(AOCs). The national budget
presented on Budget Day revealed
that the ministry should really be
spending an additional 184
million euros on agricultural
education in the coming years
given the rise in the number of
pupils and students. But the
ministry does not have that money.
ǀƿƿ0,//,21(8526
The package of cuts has two elements. First, each institution gets

an allowance per student. The
more students there are, the bigger
the total allowance. Economic
Affairs wanted to make savings by
reducing the price per student by
two percent. That is a general cut
to agricultural education.
In addition, the ministry is
speciﬁcally saving on the ﬁxed
contribution to teaching for
Wageningen University as the
ministry made an agreement with
Wageningen UR years ago never to
let the ﬁxed contribution increase

678'(176$1*5<:,7+5877(
The introduction of a social loan system for Dutch
students was supposed to free up one billion euros
for education. But in the government budget for 2015
there is not much sign of extra funding for higher
education. Student organizations are disappointed.
‘The minister wants to scrap the basic grant for
students, but is not investing a single extra euro in
higher education,’ complains the National Union of
Students. The ministry of Education has announced,
however, that the funding really is coming, but with
a delay. Because although new students will no
longer get a basic grant from September 2015, the
ministry will not get the beneﬁt of that until 2018.

There is a logical explanation for that: when the
basic grant goes, students will borrow more. And
the government will just have to dish out those
loans. Only when graduates start paying back their
loans, will the loan system start recouping money.
And that will take a while.
The proposal for legislation to scrap the basic grant
came before the lower house of parliament on 22
September. Students and unions are still opposed
to the loan system, and are going to demonstrate on
the Malieveld in The Hague on 14 November. They
are worried that the loan system will endanger
10
broad access to higher education.

or decrease by more than
two percent. This means
that the teaching contribution for Wageningen
cannot increase by 10 or
15 percent, for example,
in line with student
numbers, but only by two
percent.
Tijs Breukink said in
Resource two weeks ago
that he wants to end this
agreement. The number
of students the ministry
has to ﬁnance will increase from 7500 to 8800
over the next three years.
According to Breukink,
the university will miss
out on 100 million euros
over the next few years,
and will consequently no
longer be able to cover
the additional costs of growing
numbers of students. His plea to
the Ministry of Economic Affairs
was picked up by other media,
after which various Parliamentary
parties started asking questions of
the ministry and the government.
URGENT
It is not yet clear following Rutte’s
promise how the cabinet plans to
solve ‘the problem’ (the cuts in
agricultural education). On the eve
of Budget Day, the Ministry of
Economic Affairs still had no
intention of cancelling the twopercent agreement with
Wageningen. So has extra money
been found after all in the
ministry’s budget or is there scope
in a different budget? MPs hope to
hear from the cabinet this week
during the Parliamentary debate
on ﬁnancial matters. If the answer
is unsatisfactory, several parties –
at any rate ChristenUnie, D66, VVD
and CDA – are considering a joint
motion to reverse the cuts in
agricultural education. ‘This is
urgent; we deﬁnitely want to discuss it this week,’ says a spokesperson for the VVD. AS, photo ANP
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Staff at Imares must distribute the
available work better among themselves. If they don’t succeed in
that, there is a danger of ending
the year in the red. This emerged
last week from an interim presentation to staff on the ﬁnancial posi-

tion at Imares. The presentation
provides hard ﬁgures. Up until last
month, the institute’s losses ran to
1.3 million euros and the turnover
was insufﬁcient. There has been
an upturn in the acquisition of assignments. If no action is taken it
could be impossible to recoup the
losses, equivalent to 15 fulltime
jobs, in the second half of the year.
But according to director
Tammo Bult, this does not mean

any jobs are at risk. There is
actually enough work to go
around, says Bult, but the work is
not being fairly distributed over
the various departments and
branches. Most of the growth is in
Imares’s traditional areas of
ﬁsheries and ecology, while new
ﬁelds such as water and delta
technology and aquaculture lag
behind expectations. This has
created a mismatch between the

work that is available and the staff
who can do it. ‘What I want to
achieve is a situation in which our
staff share work more easily and
take it over from each other.’ At
present that does not happen
enough, says Bult, and not
systematically enough. Otherwise
the prospects are good, according
to Bult. ‘We have been successful
with our acquisition and we are
heading for more work.’ 55(Y/
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A small ﬁre broke out last week on the
roof of the new building Helix, still
under construction. A pot of rooﬁng tar
caught ﬁre for no clear reason, sending
thick clouds of smoke across the
campus. The few dozen builders
working in Helix at the time had to
leave the building promptly. The nextdoor building, Impulse, where a
foreign delegation was just being
received, was evacuated as well. In
retrospect, the ﬁre was not too serious.
The ﬁre brigade, who came with two
ﬁre engines, soon had it under control.
As far as we know, the damage was
RG
limited.

There will be no Food4You festival
this year. The event has not attracted
enough commercial sponsorship. The
festival has had trouble attracting
funding for some time now. In 2012
Food4You was cut down from 15 to 5
days when municipal funding was
withdrawn. For now the organization
is focusing on collaboration with the
new World Food Center (WFC) in Ede.
It is not certain, however, that the
WFC will ﬁnd enough companies to
participate. Clarity on the WFC is exRR
pected by the end of 2014.

>>STUDENTS

0RQH\WURXEOHV
One in nine students in the Netherlands are in debt. They don’t pay
their ﬁnes, they can’t pay their health
insurance or they owe taxes. This came out of a study by the National Institute for Family Finance Information, Nibud. Not too bad, actually,
compared with young people on vocational courses or in work. More
than twice as many of these young
people are in debt, says the report on
the ﬁnancial situation of the under
25 age group. Of all students, 68 percent rarely or never run out of money, whereas 23 percent ‘sometimes’
have money troubles and seven percent ‘often’ do. Three percent are
+23
permanently broke.

:DNHXS
Early in the morning Radio One reports on the growing
numbers of students at Wageningen University. But
government funding is not keeping pace, says Tijs
Breukink, our ﬁnance guy. He emphasizes that the
shortfall is not just a problem for us, but something society
should not accept either. Absolutely right.
Don’t agree, though, with Martin Kropff’s argumentation
in his appeal for more funding. The Netherlands is the
second biggest exporter of food in the world! We export 80
billion euros’ worth per year. Hurrah! We must keep that
ﬁgure growing in the coming years, so there should be
more funding for Wageningen. This kind of upbeat story
reminds me of a 1984 Loesje poster: ‘When will this
growth economy ﬁnally be grown-up?’
The other side of the upbeat story is that we import 50
billion euros’ worth of soya, grains, vegetable oils etc.,
most of which is consumed by our 60 million pigs, 45
million broiler chickens, 40 million layer hens and 5
million cows. With all inevitable production of manure, to
add to that produced by 17 million Dutch people. Then you
can add the production of artiﬁcial fertilizer. One Limburg
factory produces 180 tonnes of artiﬁcial fertilizer per hour.
What happens to all the minerals from all this manure and
artiﬁcial fertilizer? You might be happy with a positive
balance of 30 billion, but what price do you put on the
climate change, loss of biodiversity and polluted
groundwater? Not to speak of the emptying countryside,
and the low proﬁts for our farmers? Positive reductionism
leads to a negative, broken whole.
We need money in order to develop an economy with fair
proﬁts for everyone in the chain, and to make sure it
delivers a sustainable (agricultural) society. All that
banging on about economic growth belongs to the past;
when are we ﬁnally going to wake up and start thinking
holistically? .HHVYDQ9HOXZ
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The idea is to create a breeding
ground for students who want to
launch their own business: the
incubator. It does not have an
ofﬁcial name or website yet, but it
does already have a building on
campus. In the former Triton
building, it has been possible
since September for students to
rent ofﬁce space cheaply or to
make use of ﬂexible work stations.
67$57/,)(
The incubator is a project under
StartLife, a Wageningen UR

organization for stimulating
entrepreneurship among students.
StartLife supports them with
workshops and coaching. ‘And
with a network, because that is
indispensable,’ says Jannet de
Jong, the new Incubation Manager.
‘That people can get together here
and help each other to get further
is an incubator’s big strength.’
Students and PhD researchers
wanting to start a business can
bring all their questions to her. ‘All
those small ideas that come up
during an internship or on campus
can grow into a business that make
a contribution to society,’ believes
De Jong. One example is BoxBites.
Two Wageningen students sell
snacks through an online shop
which are free of sugar and
artiﬁcial additives. They have been
running their business from the

campus for a couple of weeks now.
Jobs for graduates don’t grow on
trees, De Jong stresses. For that
reason, more and more students
are starting their own businesses.
+$5'$7:25.
At the same time, Wageningen
University is keen to make its
knowledge useful for society.
These two trends together make
this the perfect moment to start an
incubator. De Jong will be hard at
work in the next few weeks, as
there is a lot to be done before the
ofﬁcial opening in November.
Decent ofﬁce chairs are still
needed, for instance. And more
entrepreneurs of course.
Interested in a place in the
incubator? Send an email to
Jannet.deJong@wur.nl. 10

+$1*,1**$5'(16
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The development of the Tropical
Greenhouse into student housing
has been delayed. The current
plan needs to be discussed more
thoroughly with residents of the
neighbourhood. They feel they
have not been kept properly
informed. Wageningen
politicians agree, it became clear
from an initial discussion of the
plans in the building committee.
Some of the local residents, at
least, are against the housing of
students in and around the
greenhouse, which is the
property of Wageningen UR. The
sculpture gallery Het Depot,
which is right next door, is
worried about students holding
barbecues in the Arboretum
behind the greenhouse. Het
Depot is afraid the students will
start treating the park as their
back garden, as Het Depot chair
Loek Dijkman wrote to the town
council.
Developer Van den Brink from
Ermelo wants to create 80
apartments in and around the
former greenhouse for tropical
plants. As well as 41 temporary
units in the Herbarium Vadense
next door to the greenhouse.
Temporary means 10 years in this
case. Planning permission has
already been granted for the
latter project, and construction
starts this autumn. According to
Dijkman, both plans put too
much pressure on the
neighbourhood. Dijkman bought
the Arboretum from Wageningen
UR last year and gave it a
5.
complete makeover.
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Next Monday, Richard Visser will see his
100th doctoral student get his PhD at Wageningen University. The Plant Breeding professor is the ﬁrst to achieve this milestone.
It is PhD student Yusuf Sen who is completing the century for him. Sen spent the
past few years tracking down genes that make tomato plants resistant to the bacterium
Clavibacter michiganensis.
This is the 11th doctorate this year for
Visser, who became ‘PhD Champion’ last
year at Wageningen University with 10 PhDs.
Of the Wageningen professors currently
working, only Paul Struik and Willem de Vos
come anywhere close (see ﬁgure). Visser saw
his ﬁrst PhD student get their doctorate in
1993 (as a co-supervisor). He had about one
ceremony a year up to 2000, after which the
pace picked up considerably. There was a
peak in 2005 with 13 PhD ceremonies. In

recent years there have usually been around
10 doctorates a year.
Last year, a record number of 273 PhD
students received their doctorate in
Wageningen, and this number is set to grow
in the years ahead. This is causing the
Wageningen PhD Council to be concerned
about the quality of the supervision. Visser
told Resource last February that he does not
share those concerns. ‘I’m prepared to say
that we have sound arrangements in place
for supervision quality within Plant
Breeding.’ The reason for his long list of PhD
students is that he never takes on the day-today supervision himself. That is always done
by one or two people from his group. Visser
talks to PhD students about their project
when they present interim results. ‘I see it as
my primary task to get intensively involved
with the thesis in the ﬁnal stage of the
research, when they are writing it up.’
Visser became a professor at Wageningen
University in 1998. He has been head of the
Plant Breeding group (formed from the merger of the Plant Breeding chair group and
two DLO departments) since 2005. Around
200 researchers work in the group. RR

5LFKDUG9LVVHU
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CORAL IN
THE NORTH
SEA

:KR"Joop Coolen,
researcher at Imares and
PhD student at Aquatic
Ecology and Water
Quality Management
:KDW"Found a coral in
the North Sea
:K\"The ﬁnd was on the
Dutch TV news, Hart van
Nederland, and in
national and regional
newspapers

How did you get there?
‘We were on a diving expedition with the
Dive the North Sea Clean Foundation, and I
was diving with two biologists. We had been
given the coordinates by an English company that wants to build a wind park on Dogger Bank. They had come across an unknown shipwreck. The wreck turned out to
be a steamship and had probably been lying
there for 100 years. We found the coral at
the wreck.’
Coral in the North Sea: that must be unusual?
‘This Devonshire cup coral, caryophyllia
smithii, had not been found on Dogger
Bank in the North Sea before. It had been
found off the coast of England and Scotland.
No hard corals are found off the Dutch
coast, only a soft one known as Dead Man’s
Finger, because from above the water it looks
like a dismembered hand. You can come
across some rare species on hard objects on
the seabed, like a wreck or an oil rig.’
Been kept busy by the press?
‘No. The Worldwide Fund for Nature dealt
with the press. I was interviewed by the
journalists when I was still on board, and I
AS
was not kept busy after that.’

Popular / Who supervises the most PhD students
Source: WUR-library. (em) = emeritus professor

Illustration Studio Lakmoes
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POLDERS WERE NOT THANKS TO POLDER MODEL
In the late Middle Ages, Zeeland
was continually plagued by
ﬂooding because the people who
owned the land did not invest in
dykes. Zeeland did not stay dry
until wealthy traders from the
city started to invest in dykes
and polders (reclaimed land) in
the 17th century. These are the
ﬁndings of research by Piet van
Cruyningen.
The Wageningen historian
concludes that the renowned
Dutch polder model of consensus
decision-making did not originate
in the polders of Zeeland. The idea
that local farmers joined forces in
water boards to ﬁght off the sea is
not borne out by the evidence.
Large parts of what is now Zeeland
were covered by water in the
Middle Ages, because the owners
back then – local farmers, the
church and the nobility – did not
invest in dykes. The result was
peaty soil with meagre yields.
Many farmers left rather than
struggle to ward off the sea. ‘80
percent of Zeeuws-Vlaanderen was
submerged under water,’ says Van
Cruyningen.
Indeed, there were countless
ﬂoods in the 16th century.
However, there was a plus side to
this as the North Sea deposited
fertile sea clay. ‘That happened
very quickly. The land in Zeeland
rose by half a metre of clay in only
30 years. The soil was so good for
farming that investing in dykes
became worthwhile.’
BACKHANDER
Dykes were erected and land
reclaimed throughout Zeeland,
apart from Walcheren which lay
well above sea level. This was a
gradual process as land
reclamation was expensive: it cost
100,000 to reclaim 500 hectares.
The farmers, church and nobility
did not have that kind of cash, but
there was lots of money in
Middelburg, which supplied a
quarter of the ships for the Dutch
East Indies Company (VOC). The
VOC merchants invested in land

Above: Zeeland in 1580.
Left: A farm from 1618 in the
Borssele polder, built shortly
after the polder was created.
Right: Hendrick Thibaut
(1604-1667), the Mayor of
Middelburg, owned 1200
hectares in Zeeuws-Vlaanderen in 1665.

reclamation and were allocated
part of the new polder in
proportion to their investment.
They then sold this land at a proﬁt
or leased it to ambitious farmers,
who started growing wheat, barley,
ﬂax and madder on a large scale.
Van Cruyningen looked at
ownership papers from the period
and concludes that many
merchants from Amsterdam and
Rotterdam also invested in the new
Zeeland polders, as did highranking civil servants in The
Hague. ‘You had to get a permit to
build dykes round a piece of land. I
suspect the civil servants were
involved in granting the permits
and did so in exchange for a share
in the new polder. It was a bit like

giving a backhander.’
As land reclamation
progressed, there were more and
more conﬂicts, for example
between the outermost polders
that were responsible for
maintaining the sea dykes and the
innermost polders that beneﬁted
from this. The government
responded with increasing
regulation. Finally, at the end of
the 18th century, the state took
charge of dyke maintenance with
the establishment of a special
Directorate-General for Public
Works.
Van Cruyningen says there was
little consensus decision-making
back then, even by the water
boards. ‘The water boards weren’t

democratic organizations. You
needed at least 20 hectares to have
the right to vote, for instance. The
elites were in charge.’ But the
historian says the polder model
does have roots here. The water
board governors did allow
discussions between farmers and
country people without voting
rights, mainly to prevent and
resolve conﬂicts.
Van Cruyningen works parttime in the Rural and Environmental History group in Wageningen.
He also works at the Huygens
institute for Dutch history in The
Hague. His research is part of a
broader project within the
Huygens Institute, looking at the
origins of the polder model. AS
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SCIENCE STARTS IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
ð 7HDFKHUVODFNWKHVNLOOVWRWHDFK
science.
ð 3K'VWXGHQWDUJXHVIRUVHOHFWLRQIRU
primary teacher training.

Pupils at Dutch primary schools get three
quarters of an hour of science per week,
often known as nature study or nature &
technology. That is very little. In
neighbouring countries, says PhD student
Ester Alake-Tuenter, primary school
classes do three to four hours of science a
week. Moreover, the 45 minutes could be
used much better than is currently the
case. Many teachers lack the knowledge,
the skills and the right attitude to make
what is called investigative learning a
reality. Alake-Tuenter teachers at the
Iselinge Higher Education college in
Doetinchem. For the past seven years she
has also been doing research on science
education in primary schools and the
competencies teachers need to establish
investigative learning. Above all, she says,
it is important that teachers are aware of
children’s misconceptions. AlakeTuenter: ‘A example. At Duiven there is a
plant where garbage is burnt. Many
children think clouds are made there.’
FEWER RECRUITS
As a teacher you can tell these children
that this is wrong, and explain what is
really happening. But that is the most
superﬁcial way of transferring knowledge,
in Alake-Tuenter’s view. ‘It is not wrong,
but superﬁcial. By asking the right
questions, a teacher can help the children
to discover for themselves that their ideas

do not make sense.’ Asking the right
questions is at the heart of investigative
learning and the scientiﬁc method. You
do not have to teach it to infants, she says.
‘They still ask uninhibited questions. It
starts to go wrong in the third year of
primary school. Then we start to explain to
them how things work, before they ask any
questions. And that, actually, is fatal.’
Besides skills and attitudes, knowledge of
the subject is important too. From AlakeTuenter’s research it is clear that fewer
than one third of the ﬁrst-years on primary
teacher training courses in the
Netherlands have sufﬁcient substantial
knowledge about nature to teach science.
There is a chance to catch up in these
areas during the teacher training course.
But Alake-Tuenter argues for a rigorous
approach: stricter selection of the intake.
‘That will lead to fewer recruits initially.
But in the long run there will be more
respect for the teaching profession and
you will get the right students coming
in.’
By only admitting students with an
adequate grasp of the material to be
taught, you would have more time to
spend on getting their methodological
and pedagogical skills up to scratch, says
Alake-Tuenter. She denies that this would
exclude large groups from teacher
training. ‘The intake takes place in May. In
the summer you can catch up on the
knowledge you lack and then still join the
course in September.’ RK
Ester Alake-Tuenter graduates with a PhD on
Wednesday 1 october at 11.00. Her
supervisor is Martin Mulder, professor of
Education and Competency Studies.
Many
teachers
lack the
knowledge
to teach
science.

VISION <<
Fishing plastic soup out the sea
Boyan Slat, an inventor from Delft, wants to clean up the
plastic soup in the oceans. His plan is to round up the plastic using ﬂoating arms hundreds of kilometres long, after
which ships can hoover it up and bring it ashore for processing. Using crowdsourcing, Slat has already collected more
than 2 million dollars for his project. He says he ultimately
needs 300 million to fund a major clean-up at sea.

‘This is an expensive and ineffective solution to the
problem of the plastic soup,’ responds Jan Andries van
Franeker of Imares Wageningen UR, who carries out research into the consequences of the plastic soup for seabirds. ‘Almost all the researchers I know shake their
heads in dismay at Boyan Slat’s idea.’
Why?
‘The quantity of plastic carried by the Gulf Stream into
the middle of a circular ocean current, or gyre, is probably not enough to be easily held together by such a barrier arm. Slat is overestimating the concentrations of
plastic and he is overestimating what he can ﬁsh out.
Then the project is no longer proﬁtable.’
But isn’t there a rubbish tip in the middle of the sea?
‘The plastic won’t stay in the middle of the ocean. And
we don’t yet know where it will stay. Perhaps it will sink
to the bottom of the ocean. But the amounts that can
be recovered in an ocean gyre are small.’
Do you have a better alternative?
‘Slat is working on interesting sweeping techniques to
round up plastic at sea and his collection system seems
smart. He does indeed have an interesting concept. But
he would do better to carry out the project at the mouth
of a river. That would be an approach on a smaller scale, closer to the source and with much lower costs.
What’s more, it would cause less harm to marine life.’
Is his plan harmful to marine life?
‘Slat’s plan takes no account of the fact that there are
animals on the surface of the ocean, such as ﬂying ﬁsh,
which attach their eggs to ﬂoating objects. Rounding
up these objects and carrying them away can have adverse ecological consequences. The ecological impact
of capturing and removing ﬂoating material at the
mouth of a river is probably smaller.’ AS

PROPOSITION
‘Eco-tourism to other continents is a
contradictio in terminis’
Maria Catharina Antonia Allegonda (Mieke) van Eerten-Jansen, who rceived her PhD on 19 September in Wageningen
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HENS CAN BE COCKY
ð 3HUVRQDOLWLHVRIIDUPDQLPDOV
are clearly recognizable.
ð 7DERRRQèDQWKURSR
morphizing’ animals is over.

It is becoming ever clearer to scientists that animals, including
farm animals, have personalities
too. Researchers are therefore giving thought to how future
livestock farmers can treat their
animals as individuals. ‘Each animal is unique, just like each human being,’ says Kees Lokhorst,
senior researcher at Livestock Research and lector in Herd Management and Smart Dairy Farming at
Van Hall Larenstein. He is doing
research there on precision farming. In this approach each cow is
tracked individually and given
tailor-made care. To this end farmers use not only the naked eye
but also sensors that measure how
much cows walk and eat.
Until the end of the nineteen nineties it was controversial to talk
about animal characters. The term
was considered to falsely anthro-

pomorphize animals. That taboo
has disappeared now. Bas Rodenburg, assistant professor of Behavioural Ecology, does not hesitate to
distinguish between ‘cocky’ hens
and those that behave like ‘wallﬂowers’. In the jargon: reactive and
proactive animals. The differences
are clear when you put them in a
big cage. Some animals stay close
to the sides, while others immediately start to explore the centre of
the cage.
REWARD
It is important for scientists to understand animals’ characters, part-

LECTURE SERIES
Studium Generale is organizing
three lectures on the characters
of animals on 30 September, 7
October and 14 October. The lectures will cover a general introduction, the evolutionary consequences, and characters on
farms. The lectures will be held
in Impulse, building 117 on the
Wageningen campus. Entry free.

ly because they affect the results of
experiments. Rodenburg discovered this during an test for assessing
the wellbeing of chickens. In the
test chickens learn that a black
card comes before a big reward. A
white card means there is a small
reward coming. The chickens then
get an unclear signal, a grey card.
The assumption is that thriving
chickens will go for the black card,
while a chicken that is not doing so
well will go for the card that precedes a small reward. But the chickens’ characters complicate matters. Rodenburg shows that daredevils consistently go for the bigger reward, regardless of whether
they are thriving.
It is not always easy, however, to
make the shift from academic research to practice. Farmers work
on bigger and bigger farms and
therefore know their animals less
and less well. Although Lokhorst is
interested in all animals in the longer term, for now he sees most
scope in relation to dairy cows. His
research should eventually help
ensure more efﬁcient production
and improved animal welfare. RR

FREE COW
TOO HARD
TO FEED
ð 3RRUIDUPHUVLQ5ZDQGD
ﬁnd it hard to maintain
donated cows.
ð è7KHJRYHUQPHQWZRXOGEH
better oﬀ distributing goats.’

Give all poor families a cow – that
way we will reduce the poverty in
the country, thought the
government of Rwanda. Nice plan,
but does it work, asked Lotte
Klapwijk of Plant Production
Systems. The Rwandese
government launched its ‘one cow
per poor family’ campaign in 2006
as a way of combatting poverty in
the country. Livestock provide milk
and manure, playing a crucial role
on a small farm in this region of
Africa. To date, about 180,000
families have beneﬁtted from the
scheme.
Klapwijk went to the village of
Umurera in southern Rwanda to
see whether this project was
successful. She looked at how
much land families had available,
what sort of feed they used and
how much milk the cow produced.
It turned out that the donated
cows only gave between 1.3 and 4.6
litres of milk per day. The poorest
of the poor farmers in particular
lacked access to good feed – they
gave the cows grass, banana leaves
and other plant waste. Also, the
feed became scarce during the dry
season.
GOATS
Most of the small-scale farmers
were not capable of feeding a
European Holstein all year round,
concluded Klapwijk. The poorest
group even had difﬁculty ﬁnding
enough feed for an indigenous
cow. She proposes that in future
the Rwandese government should
provide livestock that requires less
feed, such as goats. Klapwijk
published her ﬁndings in
Agricultural Systems. AS

Farm animals often exhibit their characters quite obviously.
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>> WWW.RESOURCE-ONLINE.NL
An interview with board member Tijs Breukink
sparks oﬀ a discussion about an old rule.
International students struggle with the Dutch
health service and blogger Romy turns out to be a
local celebrity. For the latest news and
discussion, come to our site.
Got something to say too? Email your views to resource@wur.nl

PATIENT IN CULTURE SHOCK
When a friend was ill, our Nepalese blogger Mary had
some dealings with the Dutch health service. That was
a culture shock. ‘Wait and see’ seems to be the motto of
Dutch GPs.
Mary’s column touched a raw nerve with Allessandro:
‘My girlfriend [...] had the same type of issues with a
GP in Wageningen,’ he writes. ‘It’s really outrageous
that people [...] are treated this way, it really makes
my blood boil.’ Several international students back
him up. Marco blames the mutual incomprehension on
the generous use of antibiotics in some countries: ‘I
remember that on a trip around Annapurna a doctor
advised me to take more antibiotics in my luggage
than I probably have had in all my life to that point.’
So he is critical of Mary’s impatience. Her friend did
recover in the end, didn’t she? GPs, he argues, are
perfectly capable of distinguishing between cases
that need treatment and those which don’t. JH agrees
and is happy that Dutch doctors don’t prescribe antibiotics ‘as though they were smarties’. Yet he too has
his doubts about the service oﬀered by GPs. ‘[They]
don’t seem to give a damn about their patients. You
have to beg for an appointment.’ For Ymke, cultural
diﬀerences are the cause of this controversy. The
emphasis in the Netherlands may lie on cutting costs
and conservative treatment, but there is also a strong
awareness of the body’s own self-healing capacity.
‘Remember that even healthcare is part of a culture.’

Wakker Vlees is not too surprised by the student
bouncer’s reaction: ‘If you come too late you don’t
just climb over a fence to sneak into a party, surely?
Just like you don’t smash a shop window if it is closed
when you want to buy a pair of shoes.’ Luckily for
Romy there is one nice response. Someone speculates
that it’s not so much that Wageningen is a village, as
that our blogger is a local celebrity. ‘Everyone knows
you, Romy,’ writes Romyfan ‘You are the subject of
many a conversation, as you know full well!’

WE ARE THE 2 PERCENT
Wageningen University is missing out on a lot of funding because its government funding is only allowed to
grow by 2 percent per year. The executive board wants
to see that rule scrapped. An interview with Resource
provoked discussion, even in The Hague.
Prime Minister Mark Rutte hinted during the budget
debate that the rule should be scrapped. Prior to that,
the ministry of Economic Aﬀairs had only said ‘njet’.
This irritates Gelderlander. ‘The rule was made in
2001 to prevent Wageningen University from getting
into ﬁnancial diﬃculties. There is no longer any question of that, and Economic Aﬀairs should only be stimulating the university, not holding it back.’ It will
become clear in the coming months exactly what Rutte has in mind.

Corrections/ omissions
WORLD-FAMOUS IN WAGENINGEN

ILLUSTRATION: ESTHER BROUWER

Everyone knows everyone in Wageningen.
Resource blogger Romy found that out when she
tried to sneak into a party after closing time and
was recognized by a student bouncer.
More people respond to Romy’s behavior
than to her message. ‘Next time, just come in
time,’ writes JH, ‘and stop whinging. Next!’
There are others who ﬁguratively roll their eyes,
too. Any serious party-goer can manage to get
there before closing time, surely, writes GT.

In Resource no. 3, Hans Swinkels, manager of
Innovation Centre Sterksel, gives his views
(page 18, ‘Do we listen?’). However, he is
wrongly identiﬁed as Hans Hopster. // In the
same number (page 10, ‘Seniors eat better
thanks to protein-rich yoghurt’), there is an
omission: the fact that Esther Boelsma
works as a DLO researcher at Food & Biobased Research (FBR). FBR does research on
the nutrition of the elderly in the ‘Cater with
Care’ programme.
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‘I

still remember the impression the camp
made on me when I ﬁrst arrived there:
endless rows of tents stretching to the
horizon. They house more than 100,000
Syrian refugees in the Zaatari refugee camp
in Jordan. Mainly families. Once I was
inside I saw how the children played out of doors, in the
sand. But the smell is unbearable. There are no sewers. All
the human excrement gets mixed with the waste water
and runs right through the streets. A doctor told me that
300 children are brought into the medical centre every
day. In short, the problem was clear. The question was
could I do anything about it?
GRID
The topic of my MSc research came up quite by chance,
really. Minister Ploumen had noticed serious housing
problems during his visit to Zaatari, and he asked the
mayor of Amsterdam, Van der Laan, to send a team of
urban developers to help. Because I was doing an
internship at the time with a landscape architect in
Amsterdam, I met someone who was involved in that
project. On thing led to another and I ended up doing my
ﬁnal research project in Jordan.
The Zaatari camp is close to the border with Syria and
is under the management of the UNHCR, the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees. Most of the
refugees are opponents of Assad who have ﬂed a nearby
town because of the bombardments. Although in some
ways the camp looks like a village, a sense of threat is
never very far away: the Jordanian army has placed a
cordon of tanks around the perimeter to prevent the
refugees from penetrating further into the country. this
makes the camp practically a prison.
My workplace was initially on the compound of the
UNHCR, a heavily fortiﬁed zone for the camp management
and the aid workers. The camp management gave me
permission to work with a few dozen refugees. I opted to
run workshops based on the concept known as the Green
Town Workshop developed by my supervisor Ingrid
Duchart. Workshops give you the chance to ﬁnd out what
residents want and what they are capable of. Even the
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Gardens for refugees

A down-to-earth
solution
A few plants and saplings can make a huge diﬀerence to life in a refugee
camp, as Master’s student Robert Kruijt showed. The UN is making grateful
use of the lessons learned from his project with Syrian refugees. He tells his
story to Resource.
text: Rob Goossens / photos: Robert Kruijt

approach itself is unusual, since the UN uses strict
guidelines for refugee camps, which state exactly how
things should be done – very top down. As an example: Per
refugee per day, 2100 calories of food and 35 litres of water
should be available. Facilities are in proportion to the
number of residents. The more residents, the more
facilities. This kind of ‘grid model’ works ﬁne when you
have to set up a temporary refugee camp at great speed.
The problem is that these kinds of camps are rarely
temporary. On average, refugees stay in them for 17 years.
So those being born in Zaatari now stand a good chance of
growing up there. Over such a period, a camp often
develops in an uncontrolled way. Family members move
in together, trade and crafts get established, and so on. If
you don’t address that, within a few years the camp has all
the features of a slum. So it is better to try to steer the
developments, not by imposing plans from above but by
looking into what the residents want and need.
BLACK WATER
To ﬁnd out what the refugees themselves wanted, I got
them working with photoshop. Unconventional, perhaps,
but it worked ﬁne. I got the refugees to use the programme
to edit an image of the camp to make it how they would
like it. Of course that generated a lot of different images,
but they all had a couple of key things in common: away
with the open sewer, and more vegetation.
But how do you organize that? The solution would have

to be cheap and easy. That brought me to the idea of grey
water gardens. These are based on the idea of separating
waste water (grey water) from human excrement (black
water). You drain the black water into a septic tank, and
the grey water can be stored in the soil and used for
growing plants and trees.
This is not as easy as it sounds. First of all, you have to
dig a hole in the rocky soil next to the tent or barrack, and
then you need to create a cultivable soil structure. Then
you still need the right sort of vegetation, which is resilient
to a desert climate, and an overﬂow for in case it does rain
heavily once in a while. Trials showed that the idea was
feasible. And residents responded with enthusiasm too.
Not only because their sewerage problem was largely
solved, but also because the vegetation improved their
quality of life. Although they cannot grow any food crops
using the grey water, just the sight of plants and trees in
the camp was a great relief for them. Don’t forget that 90
percent of them were farmers before this. Growing a crop,
even if it’s just one plant, ﬁts their cultural identity.
GRUESOME PHOTOS
But ﬁnding a solution doesn’t mean you are there. You
still have to get it implemented. And that’s when the
diplomatic fun starts. I started with ﬁeld trials in a part of
the camp where the waste water was a problem. Several
tents there let the water run into one shared open sewer,
with terrible consequences: a child drowned in it recently.

>>
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>>
Zaatari refugee camp.

GREEN TOWNS PROGRAMME
The Green Towns
Programme is a method of
landscape design in which
the residents of an area are
intensively involved in
plans for its design right
from the start. It was
developed in Kenya in the
nineteen nineties by
Robert Kruijt’s supervisor
Ingrid Duchhart, who did
her PhD on the subject. The
programme starts with
intensive workshops in
which residents get
information about the
qualities and problems of
their environment, using
videos and other media.
They then set to work on
planning proposals under

the supervision of a trainer.
The next phase of the
programme includes public
awareness-raising and
putting the participants in
touch with local
authorities, with a view to
institutionalizing the
solutions.
The Green Towns
Programme is a landscapefocussed approach to
development issues,
explains Duchhart. ‘It gives
the local community a
strong sense of their own
worth. In our ﬁrst projects
we made sure we took
money with us for the
implementation. We
thought we would be

judged on that in the end.
But from the feedback it
was clear that the process
itself was far more
important to the local
people. The fact that they
got to contribute to the
discussion, that they were
listened to, that they could
inﬂuence policy and
engage in dialogue with
the authorities.’
Partly through Duchhart’s
research, there is an
increasing acceptance of
this role for landscape
architecture. ‘Our
discipline is getting more
and more involved in social
issues, both here and in
developing countries.’

We made a plan in collaboration with the residents. But
part of the plan was that they would share the costs, paying
the equivalent of about 200 euros. That turned out to be
too much for the men I was negotiating with. They
complained about it and would not budge. Of course I was
terribly disappointed, until the next day when they
reluctantly approached me and said they agreed. It turned
out that their wives had been listening in, and had had
serious talks with their husbands that evening. Didn’t
they care about the safety of their children? That did the
trick. And the project advanced, sometimes with big steps,
sometimes with small ones. The NGOs were not entirely
convinced at ﬁrst. They were afraid the resident would use
precious drinking water for the plants. But nothing like
that happened in the trials, so I won them over to my side.
I was able to take a key step thanks to the advice of UN
environmental advisor Tom Corcoran, who was something
of a mentor to me. He taught me a lot about the informal
hierarchy within the camp community. Tom sent me to
one of the big shots, the self-appointed minister of
electricity. I spent a couple of days with his family, helping
him start a grey water garden and explaining the idea
behind it. In retrospect, that was a crucial step. Once he
threw his weight behind the project, things moved fast.
Looking back, this was a strange situation. I got on well
with the man but at the same time I could see that he was
recruiting young men to ﬁght with the rebels. Things like
that constantly remind you that you are working in a
conﬂict region. Many of the young men I talked to had
fought with the Free Syrian Army. Almost all of them have
a mobile phone with them with photos from the front.
Sometimes gruesome photos. Others proudly showed me
their wounds. I talked to one who had four bullet wounds.
Some of these men don’t stay long - they only come to
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recover from their wounds, and then they go back to the
war zone. I stayed in the Jordanian capital, Amman, two
hours’ drive from the camp. I travelled up and down by
bus every day. Sometimes I stayed the night in the heavily
fortiﬁed compound. At night you sometimes heard
faraway explosions from the bombardments over the
border. That sound goes right through you.
UNTOLD VALUE
But it is terriﬁc when your efforts eventually meet with
more success than you had dared to hope for. Not only has
the project partially got rid of the smell and the public
health problem caused by the open sewers, but the plants
and trees also have a clear effect on the wellbeing of the
refugees.
The UN has responded to the project very positively.

There are concrete plans for expanding it across the whole
camp, so Zaatari may soon be graced with tens of
thousands of gardens. The applied method was an eyeopener for the UN. It shows how small-scale initiatives can
solve serious problems in the camp.
You know, you don’t immediately associate landscape
architecture with aid in war zones. I didn’t either. The fact
is that 90 percent of landscape designers work for the
richest 10 percent of the human race. But through my
research I have seen a whole new side to the value of my
profession. The job’s been done in the Netherlands, as far
as landscape makers are concerned, but in dry problem
areas trees and plants are of untold value. Both ecologically
and aesthetically. I think there is vast undiscovered
territory for our ﬁeld in problem regions and developing
countries.’

Creating gardens in Zaatari,
with Robert Kruijt in the
photo on the right (third
from the left).
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CORAL IN THE NORTH SEA
This is the most famous piece of coral in the
Netherlands. It was found two weeks ago by Imares
researcher Joop Coolen on a shipwreck on the Dogger
bank in the North Sea. The Devonshire cup coral occurs
oﬀ the coast of Great Britain and now seems to be
moving east. Hard coral has never been found before in
this part of the North Sea. Underwater photographer
Udo van Dongen recorded the discovery. Coolen, who is
also a professional diver, is doing doctoral research on
the biodiversity around oil and gas rigs and other hard
substrata in the North Sea. When divers from the North
Sea rigs do maintenance under water, Coolen is
allowed to join them. ‘If I ﬁnd a new species, it is
because little research has been done on it. I just look
to see what is growing. You can still do it like that in
AS, photo Udo van Dongen
the North Sea.’
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Artistic riddles
In the grass near the bike racks behind Radix stands an artwork. It is
a relief sculpture of a squatting woman who appears to be harvesting.
What it is called, who made it and when, is a riddle. A riddle city poet
Laurens van der Zee hopes we can solve.
text: Roelof Kleis / photos: Guy Ackermans

A

nd it is not the only riddle to be solved. Van der
Zee has a list of nearly 30 Wageningen artworks
with question marks above them. Art that has
disappeared, of which we only have a photo. Or
art which is still there but about which precious
little is known. A lot of it is art that is linked with
Wageningen UR. That is why the poet is calling on us for
help.

A relief sculpture of a squatting woman who appears to be harvesting, standing in the grass
near the bike racks behind Radix.

Van der Zee’s appeal is on behalf of the Wageningen
public library, which wants to make a website
documenting all the public art in Wageningen. This is not
a new undertaking for the library, explains director Sjaak
Driessen. ‘For about 10 years we have had ﬁles on art in
public spaces. Publication of that kind of information is
not new, but we want to make it more widely accessible.’
230 ITEMS
It is no coincidence that the library has teamed up with
the city poet. Van der Zee was also involved in the provincial website beeldenvangelderland.nl, which went online
in 2011. The aim of this website was to draw attention to
all the public art in the province. After a lot of detective
work, Van der Zee tracked down 108 artworks which meet
the province’s strict criteria. ‘The province is precise
about it. Murals and wall decorations don’t count, for instance, nor do inscriptions on walls or conceptual art.’
The Wageningen library’s site does not have this
restriction. Van der Zee: ‘The aim is to make a site that is
as broad as possible, covering art and other meaningful
objects in Wageningen.’ He has a total of about 230
objects in mind, almost double what the provincial site
has to offer for Wageningen. For ninety percent of the art,
the information has already been garnered. For the
remaining 10 percent, Van der Zee is appealing to the
‘crowd’.
Since last week, local media and the site cultuurinwageningen.nl have been showcasing an artistic riddle
every week. The public can respond on the site wikiWageningen.nl. Resource selected ﬁve riddles related to
WUR art. If you have information, please get in touch with
Resource editor: roelof.kleis@wur.nl The library website
(www.beeldeninwageningen) is expected to go online in
December.
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‘Agriculture and Horticulture’,
a 1953 mural by Cor Hund. It is
a relief sculpture which hung
on the wall of the Agronomy
building on the Haarweg. There
is now student housing on that
spot. Last seen (by Van der
Zee) in 2011, in a state of
neglect on the building site of
Zodiac on campus.

In the courtyard at Zodiac stands a
natural stone pillar with images of farmyard animals. The pillar used to
stand in the hall of Zodiac on the
Marijkweg. It is most probably the
work of Ab Diekerhof and dates back
to 1977. Nothing more is known about
it.

Laurens van der Zee

‘Bloemfontein’ by Dick Elﬀers. The steel and copper sculpture was placed
on the lawn behind the old laboratory for Horticultural Plant Breeding on
the Haagsteeg in 1967. This is now the carpark of the Plataan sports centre. The sculpture disappeared at the turn of the century when the Boomgaarden neighbourhood was built nearby.

In the verge in front of the former Jan Kopshuis on the Generaal Foulkesweg lies a large stone on an L-shaped base of white bricks. The bricks
are covered in moss. A form of land art? Presumably there is a link with
the former university library (demolished in 2011). More than that we do
not know.
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Wageningen alumni struggle in the job market

They search longer for a job...

Unemployment 1 year after graduation (%)
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...they more often work below their capacities

Dutch graduates are better oﬀ and more content t
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Crisis not over for graduates
Wageningen’s graduates have seen their position in the job
market slowly deteriorate in recent years. All thanks to the
economic crisis. This change has been gradual, but the trend is
unmistakable.
text: Rob Ramaker / infographics: Pascal Tieman

E

ighteen months after earning a degree,
more than 12 percent of Wageningen’s
graduates are still without work, reports
alumni association KLV. This data is
based on the recently published national WO
Monitor. This is six times as many as ten years

ago, when the jobless ﬁgure after 18 months was
a negligible two percent. The decline has been
especially rapid since the start of the credit
crisis in 2007, the ﬁgures reveal. The malaise
hasn’t been limited to those who can’t ﬁnd a
job. Alumni who have done so, often work below

their level and spent longer looking for their
ﬁrst job.
These job market ﬁgures are not unique to
graduates of Wageningen UR. All young
academics in the Netherlands are facing
difﬁculties, according to the Study and Work
2014 report by SEO Economic Research in
Amsterdam. However, differences between disciplines are evident. Graduates of Forestry and
Nature Conservation, and International
Development Studies, for example, are currently
ﬁnding it difﬁcult to get a job. For those in Plant
Sciences and Food Technology, by contrast, job
prospects are excellent. Plant breeding com-
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...and their starting salary stagnates...
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nt than internationals
Has a paid job, 2013 (%)

Unemployment for young academic and
higher vocational graduates seems to have peaked
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panies and food companies the world over are
still eagerly seeking new staff.
LESS SALARY
Economic developments mean that the average
starting salary is slowly being eroded by
inﬂation. Since 2007 the nominal hourly wage
has remained more or less unchanged, but as a
consequence of rising prices, real wages have
dropped by more than ten percent.
In salaries, too, large differences are evident.
Alumni of Wageningen UR appear to earn less
than students from other cities. But this is
because a relatively large proportion of them

become doctoral candidates, and the PhD route
pays less well than a commercial job. Earnings
also vary per knowledge sector. The SEO data
show that the monthly starting salaries of arts
and humanities students are hundreds of euros
lower than those of graduates of the exact
sciences and social sciences. The big earners,
incidentally, are medical graduates.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
The most striking group in the WO Monitor is
Wageningen UR’s foreign alumni. On average,
they are less satisﬁed with their work. What’s
more, they have a higher unemployment rate

than Dutch alumni. All sorts of explanations
could account for this. Perhaps they return to
their home countries in a Dutch frame of mind
and experience a culture clash? Or have do they
have raised expectations of the future? While
KLV can’t account for the differences, they do
inﬂuence Wageningen’s statistics given that the
university’s proportion of international
students is ever-growing.
Fortunately, this week also brought some
good news. Data supplied by Statistics Netherlands show that the decline in unemployment
among young graduates is a continuing trend.
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NOT ENOUGH TO GO AROUN
Dutch scientists compete relentlessly for research grants. In recent weeks,
this battle and the body responsible for it, NWO, have come in for some
harsh criticism. The system is thought to cost too much time and money, and
to necessitate arbitrary decisions and unfairness. Does NWO divide up the
research budget in the best way possible?
text: Albert Sikkema en Rob Ramaker

Dolf Weijers

Emely de Vet

Professor of Biochemistry and member
of the KNAW’s Young Academy
‘NWO handles too little money as efﬁciently as possible. These days some
three-quarters of all proposals are assessed as being worthy of subsidy, but
only about ten percent receive funding. That’s the problem. Committees ﬁnd it terribly difﬁcult to choose
between great, even better and slightly lesser proposals.
Arbitrary decisions are the result. Until open competitions
get substantially more money, I don’t see any fundamentally
diﬀerent way of sharing out the funding. Allowing the university to divide up the money won’t diminish the criticism one iota. That’s how it was in the past, so I don’t
know if that’s a better alternative.’

Associate Professor, Strategic
Communication group
‘While the process is fair, it is also very
time-consuming. Many people write
proposals yet only a few of them can secure funding. Another tricky issue is that
knowledge utilization is becoming an ever greater consideration in the distribution of funding. I see that as being a
completely different expertise, and one that you can’t expect every scientist to have mastered. A proposal must be
scientiﬁcally strong and the idea of being assessed on
other matters makes me feel uneasy.’

Cees Leeuwis
Professor of Communication and Innovation Studies
‘I agree with the criticism about NWO.
The selection process is a costly spectacle of committees and interviews that
add little value. If the differences
between the research proposals are minor, I think it would be a charming idea
to draw lots. Other than that I think: give some of the NWO
money back to the universities. That would be good for research. In the past, as a scientist you were expected to
spend 40 percent of your time doing research. Now you
have to spend that 40 percent writing proposals in the hope of securing future income. The scales have tipped: hardly any long-term research is being funded these days.’

Jeroen Candel
Chair of Wageningen PhD Council
‘Personally, I haven’t had any dealings
with NWO but I hear a lot of dissatisfaction with NWO’s focus on excellence.
What is that, excellence, and how do you
assess it? Added to that, the many assessment committees are very costly. I think you’d do better giving the money straight to the universities; they’d be a
better judge. Link the funding to, say, tenure track.’

Gerlinde de Deyn
Associate Professor, Department of Soil
Quality
‘The main thing is the pots of money
need to be bigger. I’ve sat on committees that received more good proposals
than they could fund. In that case, you
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UND

draw an arbitrary line: numbers one to three get funding
while numbers four and ﬁve are no less good. For me,
that’s where the greatest problem lies. What’s more, you
can’t help wondering just how efﬁcient we’re being. Look
at the amount of time this system requires. Time given by
the committee members who do it as a service alongside
their work, as well as the time of researchers who write
proposals.’

Bart Thomma
Professor of Phytopathology
‘You can ﬁnd fault with the way in which
NWO distributes the money. For instance, there is regularly discussion about
whether the system of peer review creates scope for nepotism. What’s more, undesirable factors play a role, such as the make-up of a committee and the persuasiveness of individual committee
members. Nonetheless, I believe that in general the money is distributed pretty fairly. Besides, personally I don’t
see any alternative to NWO. If you let universities make the
selection, you’ll have the same problems.’

Jos Engelen
Chair of NWO
‘Much of the criticism stems from the
fact that the funding for scientiﬁc research is tight, too tight. Both direct government funding and government funding allocated via a research organization. As a result, NWO gets more good applications for research than it has a budget for. NWO is not deaf to cries for
its procedures to be optimized. Over the past year NWO has
been preparing its new strategy for 2015-2018, which involves aiming to reduce the workload of scientists – both
applicants and assessors. An undertaking in which NWO
is collaborating with the universities and which is underpinned by the guiding principle that the NWO will continue to distribute its resources competitively on the basis
of quality and peer review.’
This is part of a longer response given by Jos Engelen to the
question posed by Resource. Read the rest online at
resource.wageningenur.nl/nl/organisatie/show/
Uitgebreide-reactie-NWO.htm
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How to make the most of the loan system
With the loan system on its way,
studying is set to become an
expensive business. But you can
ease the pain by making full use
of the scope oﬀered by the
student ﬁnance system.

regime. Your basic grant will become a loan.

2

What remains is the supplementary grant. A ‘gift’ for students whose parents earn less than
what is termed the ‘threshold income’. Roughly 40 percent of students are entitled to this. Not you?
Whoa, don’t jump to conclusions.
Many students don’t realize that
the parental threshold income is
based on income earned two years
ago; perhaps they earned less in
that year. What’s more, student
brothers and sisters also affect the
amount calculated. DUO suspects
that due to these factors many students have mistakenly failed to apply for the supple-mentary grant.

This was the take-home message
from the DUO advisor who came to
Wageningen on 11 September at
the invitation of KLV to tell
students about the new system.
Resource has listed the most
interest-ing points below. What
are the need-to-know facts about
student ﬁnancing?

1

The student loan system will
be introduced next year. If you
started studying this year or earlier, it doesn’t apply to you. But take note: if you switch from a Bachelor’s to a Master’s degree, DUO
regards this as a new programme
and you will come under the new

3

Let DUO know about any changes to your situation in good
time. DUO and Studielink don’t exchange any information, so it is

not enough to let Studielink know
that you have gained your degree;
DUO will continue to make payments to you. Overpaid student ﬁnance can easily be paid back, but
if you don’t cancel your student
travel product, you’ll get in a
pickle. Let DUO know in good time
that you have ﬁnished your degree
programme and be sure to cancel
your student travel product at one
of the yellow card-reader boxes. If
you don’t do this, you will start
running up a debt of 194 euros per
month.

4

Cancel your travel product
when you go abroad. When
you do an internship, for example,
you can get a public transport allowance instead of a public transport travel product. Of course, this
requires that you ﬁrst cancel your
current travel product. To do this,
you’ll need a yellow card-reader

DID YOU KNOW...
… the average student debt of a
new graduate is 15,000 euros?
… the interest rate that you pay
once your student loan stops
is ﬁxed for ﬁve years?
… the interest rate has dropped
considerably over the years?
From 4.17 percent in 2008 to
0.6 percent in 2013.

box and you aren’t going to come
across one on the streets of China.
For more information, go to
www.duo.nl. There are also a number of useful sites we’d like you to
know about; www.startstuderen.nl
and www.ﬁnancieelstudieplan.nl.
Carina Nieuwenweg

Gipsy music may have been hip
in the 1960s, but today it is an
unusual genre, to say the least.
So it’s all the more remarkable
that the student gypsy band
Malac Banda will soon be celebrating its 50th birthday.
The band has ten albums to its
name and there have been so many
changes to the line-up that the
former band members number
over a hundred. How Malac Banda,
literally ‘band of pigs’, manages to
continue is nothing short of a
minor mystery. After all, over the
years not only has gypsy music
become a modest niche in the
musical landscape, it is also
hellishly difﬁcult to master.
‘That’s because gypsies were
originally a nomadic people,’ says
the band’s manager Bas Lerink.
‘That’s why you see various styles
reﬂected in their music; it has
Russian, French and Hungarian

CREDIT FOTOGRAAF

Fifty years of Bohemian music
that the musician strikes with
beaters. ‘That’s why it is important
that a former band member
teaches newcomers to play the
instruments and passes on the
gypsy culture,’ says Lerink.

Student gipsy band Malac Banda.

branches.’ Another difﬁcult aspect
is that particular instruments are
used that are not usually available

at the local music school. Such as
the Cimbalom: a kind of
horizontal sound box with strings

CERES
The gypsy band was founded in
1964 by members of Ceres, the
association where Malac Banda is
still part of the family. There are
currently ten band members. To
soak up the gypsy culture the band
makes regular visits to Hungary, to
get to know gypsies and their
music. For the ﬁftieth anniversary,
too, a visit to a gypsy camp has
been planned, tells Lerink. ‘With
60 former band members we’ll be
going to Bohemia to spend a
weekend with real gypsies.’ The
visit will include sleeping with
gypsies, riding in covered wagons
and, of course, making music
around the camp ﬁre. MvdH
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DEFINITELY NOT ZWERKBAL
Yet again a new and exotic sport
is coming to the Wageningen
campus. Two students are busy
set-ting up a sports association
devoted to playing quidditch, a
sport with three goals, a snitch
and brooms. It’s known to the
Dutch public as zwerkbal. But
that is a name that must not be
spoken.

Quidditch
is a cross
between
rugby,
handball
and
dodgeball.

How did you come up with the idea
of starting a quidditch sports club?
Juliane: ‘While I was staying
Canada during the winter of 2013,
I was introduced to the world of
quidditch. I was wildly
enthusiastic and knew at once that
I wanted to carry on playing! Back
in Germany, I set up the Black
Forest Bowtruckles in Freiburg.

PHOTOS: MARTINE APPEL

Quidditch in Wageningen... is the
Harry Potter hype still going on?
Juliane: ‘Wrong. One of the
major challenges facing quidditch
is that we want to distant the sport
from the Harry Potter books. Of
course, quidditch was inspired by
the stories of J.K. Rowling but
they’ve long been out of the
picture. In America they’ve been
playing quidditch for years. Over
there, they hold international
competitions and many
universities have their own
quidditch team. These days the
sport there has little to do with the
book.’
Chula: ‘That’s also why we are
adopting the international
sporting terms and not the names
in the Dutch translation of Harry
Potter. That’s why it is quidditch,
not the Dutch name zwerkbal.’

CREDIT FOTOGRAAF

The Amsterdragons, Fantasten
and Groninger Grasshoppers. A
couple of team names in a sport
that is slowly but surely sweeping
the Netherlands: quidditch. The
ﬁrst Wageningen quidditch team
will soon be a reality. At least if
Chula Bruggeling and the German
Juliane Schillinger have anything
to do with it.

That quidditch team is still going
strong. When I started my Master’s
programme here in Wageningen
this year, I heard that Chula
wanted to set up a quidditch team.
I got in touch with her straight
away.”
Chula: ‘Although I’ve done
various training courses in the
past, I’ve never played on a
quidditch team. Juliane has
experience of setting up a team
and that makes things a whole lot
easier.’
In the Harry Potter books ﬂying on

Chula Bruggeling en Juliane Schillinger.

broomsticks is an important
aspect of quidditch. What form
does the game take in a world in
which we’re all muggles and can’t
easily defy gravity?
Chula: ‘Quidditch is a cross
between rugby, handball and
dodgeball. As in the books, each
team has seven players: someone
who guards the three goals, players
who try to score points with a sort
of soft volleyball and players who
try to hit members of the opposing
team with a dodgeball. If you are
hit you have to run all the way back
to your team’s end of the pitch.
Each team also has a ‘seeker’ who
tries to end the game by catching
the snitch.’
Juliana: ‘The snitch is an
impartial person with a kind of tail
on his shorts. The team that
manages to grab the snitch’s tail
immediately scores 30 points. That
ends the game. But this is where
the rug-by element of the sport
comes in; the snitch will tackle for
all he’s worth to prevent his tail
being caught. The length of a
match varies, but tends to be about
25 minutes on average.’

And the brooms?
Chula: ‘Of course, we also use
brooms. To make it even harder for
the players, everyone has to keep a
broom between their legs. Except
for the snitch, of course.’
Are Wageningen students ready for
quidditch?
Juliane: ‘When we put our idea
to the board of the Thymos sports
foundation, it received immediate
enthusiasm. With their support,
we are holding an introductory
session on 6 October on sports
ﬁeld at the Bongerd. Everyone is
welcome. Information will be
given about the rules of the game
and, of course, we’ll also be
playing quidditch. Wear
comfortable sports clothes, and
leave the rest to us. For more
information you can go to https://
www.facebook.com/
WageningenQuidditch.’
Have you already thought of a
name for the Wageningen team?
Chula: ‘Nothing’s set in stone
but we are considering Wageningen Werewolves. WURwolves
for short.’ Carina Nieuwenweg
25 September 2014 — RESOURCE
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VACCINATION
The fear of vaccination is starting
to look like an epidemic that
mainly aﬀects the rich. A study by
a Hollywood newspaper revealed
that the vaccination rate in the
elite neighbourhoods of Los
Angeles is even lower than in
South Sudan.
The rich and famous are scared
stiﬀ of supposed side-eﬀects,
including autism. The upshot? The
risk of measles and other ailments
is much greater in LA than
elsewhere. Time to emigrate to the
Sudan?

WAISTLINES

American tummies are getting
fatter and fatter. Research shows
that more than half (54.2 percent)
of Americans are too fat. That’s an
increase of 8 percent since 1999.
The (American) standard for too fat
is: waist circumference men 102
cm, women 88 cm. Grab a tape
measure!

Students open cafe on Markt square
The idea behind student cafe
Markt 13 is that you can enjoy a
beer with other students with no
further obligations. Max and
Gerbert, two pub regulars and
Bachelor’s students, will be
opening a proper pub next week.
There is a ready-made bar that is
not in use on weekdays on Markt
square, to the left of the Korenbeurs. Students Max Elbers and
Gerbert de Voogd saw an opportunity and are now opening their
own pub. ‘Anyone with a student
card is welcome,’ says Max.
‘Students can come here for a beer,
without the obligations of a
student society.’ Tuesdays and
Wednesdays will be quiet drinking
evenings with tables and chairs,
while on Thursdays the space will
be cleared for party time. ‘Then
we’ll be open until four in the
morning,’ says Max enthusiastically.
This is not a spur of the
moment thing as the lads had

been looking for a suitable
location for months. ‘Opening a
student cafe is incredibly
complicated,’ says Max. ‘This is
already the ﬁfth site we looked at.’
It is not just the permits that are a
problem (for instance noise
nuisance, a licence to play music
and a licence to serve alcohol), the
margins are also very low. Max: ‘A
barrel of beer costs an awful lot
and on top of that you’ve got the
rent and staff. It doesn’t add up.’
All the permits have already been
arranged for this cafe. They can do
what they want as long as they
don’t compete with the
Korenbeurs, which mainly caters
to ‘real Wageningers’. That is why
only students are allowed in with a
student card.
The guys can keep the costs
down by doing everything
themselves. One beer costs 1.50
euros, wine two euros and mixed
drinks three euros. ‘I’m in my ﬁfth
year,’ says Max. ‘This year, I’ll be

completing some courses and
writing up my bachelor’s thesis
but that won’t take up much time.’
He wanted to dedicate his free
time to something fun. ‘I hope it’s
a success because we can’t get a
party going with just the two of
NM
us.’

MARRIAGE
Marital bliss depends largely on
the wife. If the female of the
species is happy, the male is too.
Whatever he happens to feel about
her. We learn this from a study by
the University of Michigan. A
happy wife will do more for her
husband, which is good for the
marriage. What the study doesn’t
tell you is how to keep a woman
happy for so long.

FIRST AID
Entire swarms of bees are dying in
one fell swoop, so any help the
little guys can get is welcome. An
Italian designer has devised a ﬁrst
aid kit for bees in distress.
It’s a key ring with a tiny bioplastic
pot containing just the right
amount of nectar to revive one
tired bee.

DOWN ON THE AID FARM At the intro market during the
AID, Resource got hundreds of ﬁrst-years to pose on our
own AID farm. See the pictures on our facebook page.

Are you in this photo? Drop us an email and we’ll send
you a good quality full colour print of the snap
NM
(resource@wur.nl).
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EPISODE 36 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
ILLUSTRATIONS: KIM PETERSE

The story so far: Willem-Jan has been a student for
some time and has come to a standstill in his studies.
In the house he regularly locks horns with the newest
resident, Filippo from Italy.

Appelmoes
‘C

an somebody pass me the apple moose,
please?’ asked Filippo. Around the table
everyone grinned except Willem-Jan.
‘Seriously,’ he said (in Dutch), ‘Why is it that you
still can’t speak any Dutch?’
Chill out man. I can understand you guys; that must
count for something.’ Unﬂappable, Filippo served
himself a blob of apple sauce with his fries. WillemJan frowned.
‘It shows a lack of respect that you don’t even attempt
to learn the language,’ he continued, ignoring his own
plate.
Actually,’ replied Filippo, ‘I would like to learn Dutch, but
people here automatically switch to English. I only hear
Dutch during group work at the university and then it’s too
hard to understand.’
‘But we speak Dutch at home and you don’t make the
slightest attempt to speak it here either.’
‘I gave it up a long time ago, because you Dutch are so
exhausting.’
‘That is bullshit, you are just lazy.’
Around the table people began to shift nervously in their
seats. It was always a bad sign when Willem-Jan got red
spots on his neck.
‘Maybe you are right, I also became lazy’, zei Filippo. ‘But
people could really be more helpful.’ He had clearly had
enough of the subject and turned away from Willem-Jan.
Who pursued his point undeterred.
‘You should be grateful that you are allowed to come to the

Netherlands and that there is a job waiting for you when
you graduate. In Italy you could forget that.’ Before he had
completed his sentence, Filippo bristled.
‘Seriously, you don’t know jack shit about problems of
young Italians,’ he said. ‘Of course I am very thankful,
especially to you. By failing to graduate you will leave one
of these sweet Dutch jobs for me.’ There was a pained
silence and Vera and Bianca rolled their eyes. Even WillemJan went quiet, shocked by his own aggressiveness.
‘It’s always so nice when people get the Thursday evening
mood going,’ joked Bianca. When he had ﬁnished his fries,
Filippo rushed oﬀ to his room to start gaming. A bit later
there was a knock at the door.
‘What do you want?’ he asked when he saw it was WillemJan at the door.
‘I believe I was a bit harsh,’ he began hesitantly. Filippo
kept quiet. ‘And um, I didn’t want you to feel unwelcome.
So I’ve got something for you.’ He took a book from under
his arm. ‘It’s a present. It’ll help you learn Dutch.’ Filippo’s
face lit up. ‘You’re not such a bad guy.’ With some eﬀort he
read the title aloud: Jip en Janneke spelen buiten.’

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B

Guerrilla sunﬂowers
All over Wageningen their yellow heads are
appearing: unplanned sunﬂowers. Shooting
up from seeds sown in May by anonymous
idealists.
It is a modern form of rebellion against conventional and boring urban planning: guerrilla
gardening. Covertly sowing seeds in charmless
places in the city in an effort to spread joy.
Now, a few months later, the results are
evident. At least, for anyone who looks closely.
In any event, a resident of the Churchillweg
is pleasantly surprised. ‘I’ve been living here

for three years, yet I’ve never seen this before,’
says the elderly man. ‘This one came up good
and strong; I kept watering it. It had a huge
head, but one morning someone had cut it off.’
Luckily for this gentleman, another head is
already growing.
The largest group of sunﬂowers are
standing on the former site of LA13, on the
Lawickse Allee. Close to what used to be the
university’s main building. You can ﬁnd more
sunﬂowers on the Resource website. Or enjoy a
bike ride through the city and admire them in the
ﬂesh. NM
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

WAGENINGEN CENTRE - POP TOUR
Thursday 2 October from 20.00 to 4.00
The Pop Tour is a familiar event in
Wageningen. Thirteen city locations provide a
showcase for upcoming Dutch talent. In cafes

and restaurants, as well as in the library, 25
rising pop artists will be performing, from
singer/songwriters to rappers and rockers. And
entry to everything is free. Never seen it? Then
now’s your chance! If you have already
experienced the Pop Tour, you’ll know it’s
worth it. The afterparty starts at 12.30 in Het
Gat.
ARGO - OPEN PARTY: MUSCLES
Thursday 25 September from 22.30 to 5.00
Get to know the other side of Argo at the
massive Muscles party. An open party at Argo
can only mean one thing: a huge event. Pull on
as few clothes as possible and seize this great
opportunity to show your muscles to the rest of
Wageningen. Of course, you can always ogle

someone else’s bundle of muscles instead.
Intense 0317 will be providing the music, so the
night is guaranteed to be a blast!
THE GAT - BSG: BIG WITH A SOFT G
Wednesday 1 October from 21.00 to 2.00
Wageningen’s most convivial students from
Brabant invite you to this open party. We
predict it’ll be a fantastic party. Merry-making
Brabant-style, with cheap beer and soft drinks.
So join in the fun and don’t forget to bring your
soft G - it’s how they pronounce the letter in
Brabant.

This feature is provided by the
Wageningen-UP team

>> THE REAL WORK
‘WE WERE ALLOWED
ABSOLUTELY
EVERYWHERE’
Who? Daan Bomhoﬀ, MSc Biology en MSc Plant Sciences
What? Thesis research into the competition between two
grass species
Where? The Welgevonden Game Reserve near the village of
Vaalwater (South Africa)
‘After completing my BSc in Biology in Nijmegen, I came to
Wageningen for my Master’s programme. Here, to my joy, I heard it
was possible to do thesis research in Africa. I immediately set about
making it happen and a few months later I left for Welgevonden. I
spent three months there researching the competition between
bunch-forming grass and lawn-forming grass. The lawn-forming grass
is richer is nutrients, so advantageous for grazers.
What struck me was that everything was much less organized than in
the Netherlands. When I arrived, for example, my supervisors hadn’t
yet read my proposal. And there weren’t any of the special bags I
needed to create my test set-ups for grass species. When they ﬁnally
arrived, they weren’t the right size. All this meant lost time and my time
was pretty tight to start with.
For the rest, the trip was a unique experience. Africa is completely
unlike anything I was used to. It was also remarkable that we were
allowed to go everywhere in the reserve, unlike the tourists. That way
you really see a lot of animals. Of the big ﬁve the leopard is the only one
we didn’t see. Sometimes you even come across more animals than
you’d like to. For example, one time we couldn’t get into our hut

because a male elephant was standing in front of it. Another time, an
elephant was standing in the middle of the road at a place where we
couldn’t drive away in reverse.
Now and then you ﬁnd yourself in a surreal scene. For example, the
park warden once swooped down by helicopter. He landed in our
settlement, got out, ran over to his wife who gave him a riﬂe and quickly
ﬂew off in the helicopter. Looking for the poachers whose presence had
just been reported. You don’t see something like that every day in
Wageningen.’ NJ
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Spice up
your English
3URIHVVLRQDOVNLOOVLQ(QJOLVK
$GYDQFHGVSHDNLQJVNLOOV
Register now!

www.wageningenUR.nl/into

MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in… the (still) United Kingdom

Start from
7 October

In the news: Scotland is to stay part of the United Kingdom. In
the referendum on independence, 55 percent of the Scots
voted against independence.
Commentary by Hannah Barnes, MSc student of Environmental
Sciences, from England
‘I am glad they are staying in. It would be sad if Scotland
became independent. I have no idea what the UK would be
called then – the United Kingdom of England, Wales and
Northern Ireland, but not of Scotland? It would be a pity,
mainly from the point of view of tradition. We have been a
union for more than 300 years, so just to throw that away… I
was also worried about the exchange rate between pounds and
euros. All my money is in pounds, so what if the pound lost a
lot of its value? Luckily the exchange rate has been the highest
in two years since it became known that the Scots are staying
in the union.
I was not very impressed by the reasons given for Scotland to
become independent, either. One argument in the Scottish
nationalist campaign was that funding is not fairly distributed
within the UK – Scotland doesn’t get enough, they said. But
that argument could be applied to various regions at different
times. In the nineteen eighties, for instance, the north-west of
England, where I come from, had cause for complaint because
the mines were being closed. But things are very different now.
What is more, Scotland actually has some ﬁnancial
advantages. In England you pay 3500 pounds a year to go to
university – one reason why I came to the Netherlands. But for
the Scots, university is free in Scotland.
In the end, though, 45 percent of the Scots did want
independence. Scotland is now going to get many more
powers, and some people say that is a kind of bribery. But if so
many Scots insist on gaining independence, I don’t know how
it will end. After a number of concessions, will they say, ‘OK,
it’s alright now’? Or will they carry on their campaign for
independence? I don’t know what that would mean for our
JB
future.’

in memoriam

Wiebe van der Molen (1922-2014)
Professor W.H. van der Molen,
emeritus professor of Agrohydrology at Wageningen University, passed away on 30 July. He held the
chair from 1867 to 1987.
After graduating from the then
Agricultural College, Van der Molen worked in the research department of the Wieringermeer and
North-east Polder works board.
One of the topics covered by his
research was the behaviour of soils which have been ﬂooded with
seawater. In 1958 this resulted in

a thesis entitled: The exchangeable cations in soils ﬂooded with
seawater.
In 1967, on the initiative of Professor F. Hellinga, he was appointed
professor of Agrohydrology in the
Irrigation department of the Agricultural College. In those days,
teaching and research on soil and
water were limited to water management on agricultural land.
His inaugural lecture entitled
‘Between land and water’ was an
example of the way he succeeded
in explaining sometimes abstract
science: with clear examples which
students could relate to their own
experience.
His lecture notes gained a wide reputation, well beyond the conﬁnes
of Wageningen. They were characterized by their accounts of physical processes, always supported by
mathematical explanations.
Professor Van der Molen supervised many PhD students. On the
Continued on page 30
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occasion of his retirement a symposium was organized which was
dedicated to recent developments
in agrohydrology. In his valedictory lecture, ‘On water and soil’, he
spoke of the importance of science
education. He argued for more integration between diﬀerent disciplines in the natural sciences with
a view to stimulating new developments in the whole ﬁeld of soil and
water. It was partly thanks to Professor Van der Molen that Agrohydrology grew from a course on the
Irrigation programme to a full specialization in Hydrology on the
MSc in Soil Water Atmosphere.
Ruurd W.R. Koopmans

wanted/on oﬀer
Oﬀers and requests for goods and
voluntary work for students and
staﬀ. Send no more than 75 words
to resource@wur.nl, with ‘Wanted/
On Oﬀer’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.
FOS compensation for creative
work
Are you creative? Do you like to
play with text and colour? Would
you like to develop your designer’s
skills? Green Oﬃce is looking for a
poster designer. What do we
expect from you? Visually
attractive and eye-catching
posters. What do we oﬀer in
return? ﬁnancial compensation
equal to 2 months of FOS, lots of
satisfaction and being part of
motivated and energetic team.
INTERESTED? CONTACT GREENOFFICE@WUR.NL

announcements
Announcements by and for
students and staﬀ. Send in a
maximum of 75 words to
resource@wur.nl on the Thursday
before publication (and for the
International Edition include an
English version). Subject:
Announcements.
Seeds exchange
On Sunday afternoon, the 5th of
October from 14.00-18.00, you
can share all your vegetable seeds
with other veggie growers. Besides
some mini lectures will be given
and we will have a mini cinema
running on sun electricity where
you can watch movies about seed
sovereignty. The exchange is
located at eco village PPauw
(Scheidingslaan 1, Wageningen).
Also if you have nothing to share,
you are more than welcome!
INFO: WWW.BOERENGROEP.NL

MovieW
Filmfestival Food4All: Hungry for
Justice From september 25 to
October 8 arthouse Movie W
screens six ﬁlms. Besides the
doomsdrama The Turin Horse, the
socially engaged Deux Jours, Une
Nuit and Hitchcock’s thriller The
Man Who Knew Too Much also
Food4All: Hungry for Justice, three
evenings a ﬁlm for €2 per evening
and afterwards a debate, about
sustainable food systems and agroecology with revealing facts,
hopeful messages and beautiful
images.
INFO: WWW.MOVIE-W.NL

Debatteren, de kunst van het overtuigen
Onder leiding van de directeur van
de Debat Academie worden in deze
Young KLV training technieken behandeld die je overtuigingskracht
vergroten en die je leert argumenteren met mensen met verschillen-

Subscription?
Would you like to continue reading Resource
after graduating, retiring or leaving your job at
Wageningen UR? For 58 euros you can have
21 issues per year delivered to your door.
See resource.wageningenur.nl/en/colophon.htm
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de opvattingen. Er wordt een 1e
aanzet gemaakt tot een succesvolle debatstrategie. Verder komen de
volgende vragen aan bod: wat is
een debat? Wat is het verschil tussen een debat en een discussie?
Wanneer zetten we debatmethoden
in? Deze competentie is nuttig gedurende jullie studietijd en voor
later. Donderdag 2 oktober, 19.00 22.00 in Impulse.
MEER INFO: WWW.KLV.NL

Indonesian Scientiﬁc Student Conference 2014
Indonesian Student Associaion
with the Embassy of Republic of
Indonesia,proudly present Indonesian Scientiﬁc Student Conference
2014 with the theme of Strengthening a Nation through Food SelfSuﬃciency. This event is open to
all students and researchers The
paper can be done by the individual author or group of authors. 4

Gezocht een nieuw
huurderslid voor de Raad
van Commissarissen

best papers will be published in
the Indonesian Scholars Journal.
FOR INFO CHECK WWW.PPI-WAGENINGEN.ORG/
NEWS-EVENTS/ISSC-2014-CALL-PAPER/.

Counceling for students with RSI
Free counceling for students from
Wageningen University about RSI
problems or complaints about pain
in arm neck or shoulder (CANS)
every Thursday from 17-18 pm at
the Kolkakkerweg 2 (the left side

of the building )at the practice of
Karin Vaessen (therapy). Come to
the counceling when you have
questions about what to do about
the pain and how to prefent it from
getting worse. Also when you have
questions about special mouses,
keyboards or how to prevent RSI/
CANS problems while working with
the computer or in the lab your are
welcome at the free counceling.
MORE INFORMATION: WWW.BETERBEWEGEN.NL

Language
courses
English, French, Spanish, Dutch
and 15 other languages
Register now!

www.wageningenUR.nl/into

Kijk op www.idealis.nl voor meer
informatie over deze vacature

Idealis eigen wijs wonen

How do you like your
day-to-day work at
Wageningen UR?

Employee

Start from
29 September

monitor
2014

To do!
Fill in before
7 October!

CINEMEC – ZIE DE BETERE FILM OP Z’N BEST!
Let us know what you think through the Employee monitor 2014,
a unique opportunity to give your opinion on matters such as
the organisation, atmosphere at your department.
You can complete the survey, which will only take 10 minutes.
Please send in before 7 October!
The more people take the survey, the more accurate the results
ZLOOEH7KLVZLOOEHQH¿WDOORIXVLQRXUMRLQWHIIRUWVWRLPSURYH
the quality of our working environment
*RWR,QWUDQHWWR¿QGRXWZKDWZHGLGZLWKWKHUHVXOWVRIWKH(PSOR\HH
monitor 2012: Intranet > People > Well-being & Health > Employee monitor

FRANSE ARTFILM:
GEMMA BOVERY VANAF 7 OKT

EVENT:
FOOD FILM FESTIVAL ZA 27 SEPT

DONDERDAGAVOND OP ALLE FILMS € 3,– STUDENTENKORTING
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>>TYPICAL DUTCH

Spilt salt
I was making dumplings in the kitchen when my corridor mate walked in and sat down to have a
little chat with me.

All of a sudden, I spilt the salt over the table. At that moment I just swept the salt off the table
without any hesitation, but my corridor mate told me that I should throw the spilt salt over my left
shoulder, otherwise it would bring me bad luck. She explained that in the Netherlands, throwing
split salt over your shoulder symbolizes throwing it on evil’s face. We continued to talk about
some other superstitions about actions that bring misfortune, such as putting your shoes on the
table.
Surprisingly, although Holland is quite a long way from Taiwan, we do have some superstitions in
common, like the beliefs that seeing a black cat and opening an umbrella indoors brings bad
luck. There are also some superstitions about things that bring good luck. During the Chinese
New Year, when we break something accidentally we quickly say a word which means ‘shatter’ and
also means ‘good luck for the coming years’. So it brings good luck. However, the opposite applies
in western cultures, especially when it comes to broken mirrors.
Although, nowadays maybe most of the young people do not really care about these superstitions,
it is still quite interesting to know what we were once taught in our childhood. Yu-Fang Chen,

When I spilt some salt I just
swept it oﬀ the table.
My Dutch neighbour told me to
throw it over my left shoulder

Taiwan, MSc student of Sustainable Food Processing Engineering

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.
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